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Dobrudja south of its delta was frankly contemptuous. Turkey
on the mainland was left in effective ownership of nothing but
Thrace, the Chalcidic peninsula, the (almost isolated) city of
Salonica, Thessaly, Epirus, and Albania. Nearly all the rest,
including large districts in Macedonia which were predominantly
Serb or Greek, was shaped into a Big Bulgaria, whose organiza-
tion was to be in Russian hands. Territorially this formed a
quadrilateral between the Danube, the Black Sea, the Aegean,
and the mountains of Albania; with ports on both seas, which as
Russian bases could command either. Serbia and tiny Monte-
negro were both enlarged and declared independent; but both
remained very small. Greece got nothing, and saw her irredenta,
which was larger than herself, partitioned between Turks and
Bulgars. Bosnia-Herzegovina was to fly the Turkish flag, but to
undergo an international control as proposed by the Constanti-
nople conference- (It was reserved, of course, as 'compensation'
for Austria-Hungary.)
The Berlin Congress did a service by destroying this treaty
without the cost of further war. But the particular changes
which it made, though less unjust on balance, were quite as
selfishly inspired. Nothing was done for Rumania—why should
anybody save Russia's ally from Russia?1 Nothing adequate was
done for Greece. Big Bulgaria, the main bone of contention, was
trisected. The Macedonian vilayets with their Bulgar, Serb,
and Greek populations were returned bodily to Turkey; the
northern tract (Bulgar) between the Danube and the Balkan
range was made a dependent principality to be organized by
Russia; the central tract (equally Bulgar) between the Balkan
and Rhodope ranges became a special Turkish province (Eastern
Rumclia) under a Christian governor. The motive for dividing
the last two was purely strategic; it gave the Turks against Russia
the military benefit of the Balkan barrier. All this was Beacons-*
field's concern. Austria-Hungary, on her part, secured the right
to occupy and administer Bosnia-Herzegovina; pushed Monte-
negro back again from the Adriatic; and reopened between her
and Serbia a corridor for her own Drang nach Qstetf—her historic
urge towards Salonica*
* Great Britain did propose the restoration of her Bessarabian territory, but such
quixotic wisdom received no support,
3 The correct application of this phrase, which by English writer* has often been
misapplied.

